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WELCOME
Dear participants,
Welcome at the second Mediahub Brussels conference; this year focusing on “Innovating Media
Economics”.
For a long time research on media has been focused on topics such as the contents of media,
the role of public broadcasters in society, the effect of certain broadcasts on people’s voting and
consumption behavior, journalism as watchdog of those in power, etc. The economics of media on
the other hand has long received far less attention.
Nowadays however, faced with international competition and the disappearance of boundaries
between sectors such as media, telecommunications and social media, there is vibrant thinking on
the economics of media.
We have organised this conference to enable a lively debate through an exchange of ideas between
scientists, industry and policy-makers on how to innovate media economics. Research from the
Vrije Universiteit Brussel as well as from other universities is presented. Besides researchers,
representatives of industry as well as policy makers will share their insights on the best or worst
ways to innovate media economics. Our program today is highly diverse and I hope that all of
you can find inspiration in the various symposiums, imec Smart Media Meetups and break-out
sessions. There will be ample time for discussion and dialogue and we are looking forward to
engage with you and hear your insights. The lunch and coffee breaks are the ideal moments to
meet our people and see what the possibilities are for teaming up for research and development
projects and our training program in media economics.
The educational and research activities of imec-SMIT at the Vrije Universiteit Brussel have always
been inspired by a critical, yet constructive take on media economics. We want to find out how
value can be delivered to society, both public and economic value and how this can be done in a
future proof manner. I am proud to say that our research center has a track record of almost
30 years of research in the area of media innovation, economics and policy. In our research we
have consistently focused on Flanders, Belgium, Europe and beyond. About 45 researchers are
working on both fundamental and applied research tracks and trying to uncover what small steps
ensure that local media ecosystems can continue to thrive, not only for the sake of the companies
in that ecosystem, but for all citizens that partake in it.
You might have noticed we conclude the day with a celebratory launch of our Chair on ‘News, trust
and personalisation’, a new research program supported by Roularta. At imec-SMIT we are really
happy with this chair. Not only because it allows us to do interesting research within a news media
company, but even more so because both Roularta and SMIT have discussed and agreed on the
relevance of research for practice and the relevance of making and selling media for research. This
research chair is the result of multiple meetings and countless e-mails and telephone calls. It is not
the end point of discussions, but a catalyst for more research, more knowledge and more sharing
of insights on a structural basis.
You are warmly invited to celebrate with us and all the generous sponsors of
this event at our closing reception.
Prof. Dr. Karen Donders
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PROGRAMME
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09:00

Registration

09:30

Symposium 1

5th Private Television in Europe Symposium on
’Due prominence in smart and digital television
environments’

09:30

Symposium 2

Smart Media Meetup on ‘Artificial Intelligence
and natural Language Processing’

12:00

Lunch

Kindly offered by DPG Media

13:00

Key note and
panel discussion

Towards European Media Sovereignity: How a
new EU industrial media strategy can foster a
sustainable, pluralistic and independent
European media ecosystem.

14:00

Break-out session 1

Best of books:
Must reads on media economics for 2019

14:00

Break-out session 2

Fake news beyond the hype:
Working on structural and collaborative remedies

14:00

Break-out session 3

Smart Media Meetup on “R&D projects and
where they lead to: Best practices”

16:00

Coffee Break

16:30

Inaugural Lecture

Launch of the VUB Chair on ‘Personalisation,
trust and sustainable media’, funded by Roularta

17:30

Reception

Kindly offered by Roularta

KEY NOTE
Towards European Media Sovereignty: How a new EU industrial media
strategy can foster a sustainable, pluralistic and independent European
media ecosystem.
How can we move towards a new media ecosystem which respects European democratic
values and regulations and tackles the market
impact of giant platforms through:
 various technologies
 strategic actions by the industry
 egulatory measures

Key note speaker:
Mr. Guillaume Klossa
Guillaume Klossa is a European thinker, a European political adviser and a business leader.
Présidant emeritus of EuropaNova, a European
Think-tank and chairman of Civico Europa, a
pro-democracy European civic movement. He
is a special advisor to the Vice-President of the
European Commission in charge of digitalisation. Mr. Klossa teaches European media at
Sciences-Po Paris. He published several non-fiction books on the future of Europe and used
to be a global columnist for Metro and Forbes.
With 30 European opinion-leaders, he contributed at the request of presidents Juncker and
Tusk to the report ´the European way for a
better future’, a roadmap to relaunch Europe.

Panel:
The panel members will critically respond to Mr.
Klossa’s recommendations.

Panel members:
Prof. Dr. Karen Donders is the Head of Smart
Media research at SMIT, an imec research
group at the VUB. Her scientific research
focuses on the role of public broadcasting in a
digital society, European competition rules and

the media sector, and the intersection of media
policy and media economics.
Mr. Grégoire Polad is the Head of the Association of Commercial television in Europe (ACT).
He has been involved in European affairs for
more than a decade working in several global
and niche consultancies. For ACT, Mr Polad
has been the spokesperson for the industry on
a number of core files for the media industry,
notably media regulation and tackling disinformation in the online space.
Mr. Matt Rogerson is the Head of Public Policy
at The Guardian Media Group, in his role he
helps to develop public policy approaches to
key issues including BBC Charter Review, Cairncross Review, Furman Review, press regulation,
fake new and the development of approaches
to dominant online platforms.
Dr. Hans Hoffman is Head of the unit on Media
Fundamentals and Production technology in the
EBU Technology and Development department.
His team investigates questions in regard to
future TV and audio formats, media information
management and broadcaster’s questions in bitri-media production environment, networks and
media storage as well as Quality Control

Panel moderator:
Mr. Olivier Braet is the Coordinator of MediaHub Brussels and Senior researcher at
imec-SMIT. He takes part in various national
and international research projects with a focus
on the economic and industrial dimensions of
new media and ICT. He was a member of the EU
Commission & the DG Connect initiated ‘Expert
Committee on the China-EU Digital Economy
and Cybersecurity Expert Working Group’.
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SYMPOSIUM 1
The 5th Private Television in Europe Symposium on
’Due prominence in smart and digital television environments’
CHAIR: PROF. DR. KAREN DONDERS
This symposium will offer you insights on how to deal with the prominence of domestic and/or
societally valuable programs in a smart and digital television environment, from both an economic
and policy perspective, with lectures from:
Prof. Dr. Ramon Lobato & Prof. Dr. David Hesmondhalgh (University of Leeds)
on the importance of set-top-boxes
Prof. Dr. Karen Donders (imec-SMIT, Vrije Universiteit Brussel)
on interfaces in platform economies
Ms. Kate Biggs (Ofcom)
on new regulatory approaches to deal with due prominence

Followed by a panel discussion on the pro’s and con’s of imposing regulation to ensure due prominence with:
• Mr. Magnus Brooke (ITV)
• Ms. Tina Hernalsteen (Medialaan)
• Mr. Lieven Vermaele (VRT)
• Mr. Peter Vindevogel (Telenet)
• Dr. Anna Herold (European Commission)
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SPEAKER BIOGRAPHIES:
Prof. Dr. Ramon Lobato is a Senior Research
Fellow in the School of Media and Communication at RMIT University. A media industries
researcher, he has a special interest in film and
video distribution. He has published more than
30 book chapters and articles of which his most
recent “Netflix Nations” (2019).
Prof. Dr. David Hesmondhalgh (University of
Leeds) is one of the leading scholars in media
and communication research. His seminal work
on media and cultural industries and cultural
production has influenced a wide range of academics across the globe. Among his key books
are The Cultural Industries, Creative Labour
(with Sarah Baker) and Why Music Matters.
Ms. Kate Biggs is an experienced public policy
and strategy adviser, delivering quality advice
and working on high-profile projects for governments and public sector organisations in the
UK, Australia and New Zealand.
Mr. Magnus Brooke is Director of Policy and
Regulatory Affairs at ITV plc with overall responsibility for ITV’s policy and regulatory strategy and its interaction with UK and European
regulators and government. He is the chairman
of the board of the Association of Commercial
Television in Europe and also a non-executive
director of a number of ITV subsidiaries and
joint venture companies including SDN, Freesat
and Digital UK.

and has an MBA from Columbia Business
School. She also has master's degrees in Marketing management and Applied Economics.
Mr. Lieven Vermaele is COO of VRT, the Flemish
public broadcaster. Before he was the co-founder and managing director of SDNsquare, a
provider of industry-leading solutions for IP networks and storage systems based on patented
technology. Before that, he was the Director
of Technology & Innovation for the European
Broadcasting Union (Eurovision), having previously spent a similar period at the VRT.
Mr. Peter Vindevogel is the Entertainment Marketing Director at Telenet. He leads the Telenet
marketing team responsible for all entertainment products. This includes the development
of Telenet as entertainment brand, the creation
and launch of new TV and entertainment services. He is also a member of the board of The
Park, a free roam VR Hub.
Dr. Anna Herold is Head of the Audiovisual and
Media Policy Unit at the European Commission.
She was previously Member of Cabinet of
G. H. Oettinger, European Commissioner
responsible for Digital Economy and Society.
Prior to that, she was Assistant to Deputy
Director-General of DG Communications Networks, Content and Technology of the European
Commission, R. Viola. At the European Commission she has dealt with media, audiovisual and
telecoms policy as well as competition law.

Ms. Tina Hernalsteen is Head of Digital TV at
DPG Media. Before she joined DPG Media she
was the VP Indirect Procurement Europe at
Ahold Delhaize and Managing Director of Red
Market. She acquired extesive experience in
Strategy Consulting at BCG and Roland Berger
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SYMPOSIUM 2
Smart Media Meetup on ‘Artificial Intelligence and
natural Language Processing’
CHAIR: MR. OLIVIER BRAET
This seminar will show the direct relevance of these technologies for the media industry, with
practical applications and research project results. Presentation on the technology and economic
implementation of AI in a media context are given by:
Prof. Dr. Tom Willaert
Tracking causal relations in the news: The European Odycceus project.
Mr. Maarten Verwaest
AI and automated content enrichment
Mr. Nicolas Deruytter
NPL Driven content customisation
Mr. Stef Nimmegeers
Conversational bots for interactive media experiences
Mr. Tom Pauwaert
Self learning systems for improved knowledge extraction
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SPEAKER BIOGRAPHIES:
Prof. Dr. Tom Willaert is a postdoctoral researcher at the VUB Artificial Intelligence Lab.
His ongoing research and teaching focuses on
how technologies can facilitate the creation and
dissemination of (scientific) knowledge.
Mr. Maarten Verwaest is CEO and founder
of Limecraft, Maarten focuses on corporate
relations, financing and business development.
Gifted with a sharp analytic mind and a passionate understanding of technology, Maarten is
dedicated to position Limecraft as a game
changer in the audiovisual media industry.
Mr. Nicolas Deruytter is the managing director
of ML6, a team of machine learning experts
on a mission to empower leading businesses
with intelligent technology. ML6 focuses on
building and implementing tailored self-learning systems from A to Z for by applying the
latest advancements in academic research and
innovation.

Mr. Stef Nimmegeers started an experience
design agency (Bothrs - www.bothrs.com),
specialised in (chat)bots. Bothrs has one clear
mission: to design experiences that transform
brands, grow businesses and make people’s
lives better.
Mr. Tom Pauwaert has a master's degree in
Computer Science from the University of
Antwerp. In 2016 he started PVH Data Consulting together with Eric Van Horenbeeck where
Tom resolved the unique technical challenges
of translating a complex network and its interactions into a performant, scalable architecture.

SMART MEDIA
MEETUPS

WANT A REGULAR UPDATE ON
MEDIA INNOVATIONS?
Check out imec’s Smart Media Meetups
on imec-int.com/smartmedia
ORGANIZED BY

SUPPORTED BY
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BREAK- OUT SESSION 1
Best of Books: Must reads on Media Economics for 2019
CHAIR: PROF. DR. TIM RAATS
Prof. Dr. Ramon Lobato
on Netflix Nations
Prof. Dr. Catherine Johnson
on Online TV
Prof. Dr. Luis A. Albornoz & Prof. Dr. M. Trinidad Garcia Leiva
on Audiovisual Industries and Diversity
Prof. Dr. Tom Evens
on Platform Power and Policy in Transforming Television Markets

BOOKS:
Netflix Nations
Netflix Nations addresses a fundamental tension in the digital media landscape – the clash
between the internet’s capacity for global distribution and the territorial nature of media trade,
taste, and regulation. The actual experience of
using video platforms is full of subtle reminders
of market boundaries and exclusions: platforms are geo-blocked for out-of-region users,
catalogs shrink and expand from country to
country; etc…
The story of Netflix is not just an American one.
From Argentina to Australia, Netflix’s ascension
from a Silicon Valley start-up to an international television service has transformed media
consumption on a global scale. This book helps
readers make sense of a complex, ever-shifting
streaming media environment.
Online TV
With growth in access to high-speed broadband and 4G, and increased ownership of
10

smartphones, tablets and internet-connected
television sets, the internet has simultaneously
begun to compete with and transform television. Online TV argues that these changes create the conditions for an emergent internet era
that challenges the language and concepts that
we have to talk about television as a medium.
In a wide-ranging analysis, Ms. Johnson sets
out a series of conceptual frameworks designed to provide a clearer language with which
to analyse the changes to television in the
internet era and to bring into focus the power
dynamics of the online TV industry.
Audiovisual industries
This book reflects critically on issues of diversity, access, and the expansion of digital technologies in audio-visual industries, particularly in
terms of economics and policies.
It brings together specialists in cultural diversity
and media industries, presenting an internation-

al and interdisciplinary collection of essays that
draw from different fields of studies – notably
Communication, Economics, Political Science
and Law. The approach is a critical understanding of audio-visual diversity, that aims to
transcend specific issues like media ownership,
ideas portrayed or modes of consumption as
such, to focus on a more balanced distribution
of communicative power.
Platform Power and Policy in Transforming
Television Markets
This book seeks to investigate `platform power'
in the multi-platform era and unravels the evolution of power structures in the TV industry as a

result of platformisation. Multiple TV platforms
and modes of distribution are competing to
control the market.
In the volume, the contributors work to extend
established 'platform theory' to the TV industry,
which has become increasingly organised as a
platform economy. It helps to understand how
platform power arises in the industry, how it
destabilises international relations, and how it is
used in the global media value chain. The book
provides a critical analysis of the dominant
modes of power within the evolving structures
of the global TV value chain.

SPEAKER BIOGRAPHIES:
Prof. Dr. Ramon Lobato is a Senior Research
Fellow in the School of Media and Communication at RMIT University. A media industries
researcher, he has a special interest in film and
video distribution. He has published more than
30 book chapters and articles. His latest book
“Netflix Nations” discusses how streaming services and internet distribution have transformed
global television culture.
Prof. Dr. Catherine Johnson is professor in
Media & Communication at Huddersfield University. Her research expertise lies in television,
media industries and marketing/promotional
culture, with a specific focus on screen media
(TV, internet, film). In “Online TV” she examines
the convergence of television and the internet,
arguing that we are entering a new 'internet era'
that is changing how we understand television
as a medium.

Prof. Dr. M. Trinidad Garcia Leiva is associate
professor in the Department of Journalism and
Audiovisual Communication, Carlos III University of Madrid. “Audiovisaul industries and diversity” reflects critically on issues of diversity,
access, and the expansion of digital technologies in audio-visual industries, particularly in
terms of economics and policies.
Prof. Dr. Tom Evens is an Assistant Professor
at the Department of Communication Sciences
at Ghent University, Belgium. He holds Master's
Degrees in Communication Sciences (2005)
and Business Administration (2006) from Ghent
University. He specialises in the economics
and policies of digital media and technology
markets, and has widely published on the media
business in international peer-reviewed journals
and edited volumes.

Prof. Dr. Luis A. Albornoz Carlos is associate
professor in the Department of Journalism and
Audiovisual Communication, Carlos III University of Madrid and researcher at the Argentinian
Scientific and Technical Research Councel
(CONICET).
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BREAK- OUT SESSION 2
Fake news beyond the hype: Working on structural and collaborative
remedies
CHAIR: PROF. DR. IKE PICONE
In this break-out session we will lead you away from the hype and direct you towards possible
remedies in combatting the rise of fake news. You can also take part in our workshop on Twitter
Bots and fact checking.
Prof. Dr. Ike Picone
on The fake news hype
Prof. Dr. Peter Van Aelst
on Factors of disinformation across countries
Prof. Dr. Michaël Opgenhaffen and Mr. Tim Pauwels
on Collaborative remedies
Mr. Andy Demeulenaere (Mediawijs)
on The role of media literacy

All you need to know about the Belgian
audiovisual, film and digital industry

www.mediarte.be
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SPEAKER BIOGRAPHIES:
Prof. Dr. Ike Picone is a senior researcher
at SMIT, an imec research group at VUB and
responsible for the strategy on Media and
Disinformation within the research groups
Media Unit. His research focuses on how
people participate in media as a social practice.
He is also a member of the journalism council.
Prof. Dr. Van Aelst is a research professor
at the department of political science at the
University of Antwerp and a founding member
of the research group 'Media, Movements and
Politics' (M2P). His research focuses on political communication.

Mr. Andy Demeulenaere is the Coordinator of
Mediawijs, the Flemish Knowledge centre on
Digital and Media literacy. This centre stimulates and coordinates Digital and Media Literacy
in the Dutch speaking half of Belgium through
the development of information, networks, tools
and training for intermediaries like teachers,
social workers and librarians and through campaigns to the general public.

Prof. Dr. Michaël Opgenhaffen is professor
New Media & Journalism at KU Leuven. His
research focuses on 1) the impact of digital and
social media on news production and consumption, 2) disinformation and fake news, and 3)
methods to study digital and social media.
Mr. Tim Pauwels is Ombudsman at VRT News.
His career includes work as a journalist for all
major media networks in Flanders. In recent
years he was best known for his work as a
presenter and political journalist for VRT, the
Flemish Public Broadcaster in Belgium. VRT
News produces daily Radio and TV News, several Radio and TV current affairs programs and a
News Website.
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BREAK- OUT SESSION 3
Smart Media Meetup on R&D Projects and where they lead us to
CHAIR: ELISE DESCAMPS
In this break-out session, three case studies on collaboration in the media industry are offered.
Mr. Allan Segebarth
on Building scale on data through the ICON EcoDaLo project
Mr. Dieter Boen
on European Sandboxes
Mr. Simon Delaere
on H2020 project Hradio
Mr. Danny Lein (CEO and founder Twipe)
on James, the Digital Butler
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SPEAKER BIOGRAPHIES:
Mr. Allan Segebarth is the founder at Adlogix, a
digital advertising process managment solution
for premium publishers. He is also the founder
at Adsdaq.eu/Buymedia. Adsdaq is a technology platform automating the buying of quality
media, marketed as Buymedia in Belgium and
the Netherlands.
Mr. Dieter Boen manages the innovation department at the Flemish public broadcaster VRT.
The department works together with European
and Flemish partners, among which startups,
universities, broadcasters and other media
organizations. Dieter strongly believes in the
value of international collaboration and focuses
on open innovation.
Mr. Simon Delaere is responsible for the Policy
& Market oriented services at SMIT, an imec
research group at the VUB. Het works in close
cooperation with SMIT’s domain responsibles
for Media, Smart Cities and Health. He coordinates HRADIO, a European project that aims
to bring together traditional and IP based radio
broadcasting in a unified, hybrid platform.

Mr Danny Lein is founder and CEO at Twipe, a
Belgian technology scale up, based in Leuven.
Their state-of-the-art digital publishing and
analytics SaaS platform is used by leading
newspapers in Europe. Twipe is leader in
innovation and technology in the area of digital
edition publishing. They help newspapers like
The Times,Le Monde and Ouest France grow
their subscription and reader revenues.

Word lid van MediaNet Vlaanderen
•
•
•
•

Blijf op de hoogte van de laatste
technologische ontwikkelingen
Krijg gratis toegang tot seminars,
infosessies, events en showcases
Krijg toegang tot exclusieve
netwerkevents
Bepaal zelf de topics van de
seminars en events

Meer info op www.medianetvlaanderen.be
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LAUNCH CHAIR
Launch of the VUB Chair on ‘Personalisation,
trust and sustainable media’, funded by Roularta
The chair will be presented by
• VUB rector Prof. Dr. Caroline Pauwels
• Roularta CEO, Mr. Xavier Brouckaert
• Prof. Dr. Ike Picone
Prof. Dr. Ike Picone will join us in the discussion on how to offer quality content in the best way, to
consumers in a digital media environment and present us the first results of the Reuters Institute
for Journalism's news report on personalisation and trust in a digital age.

About the Chair
The role of the media as a fourth power is under increasing pressure. There are various reasons for
this. Old earnings models for news and other types of content are no longer sustainable. Income
from advertisements were swallowed up by digital players such as Facebook and Google while
news users are only to a limited extent willing to pay for online news. This competitive environment
tempts news media to rely on strategies such as clickbait and branded content that can be successful in the short term, but are therefore not sustainable for media brands that both want to be
economically viable and play their social role. Social media also has an unprecedented amount of
data about their users. A focus on clicks and personalisation can open the door for disinformation
and polarisation of social discussions. This reduces confidence in the news in general, but there is
also an opportunity to regain confidence through high-quality journalism.

The goal of the Chair
The chair aims to stimulate fundamental academic research into sustainable innovation within the
information media. Sustainable innovation takes into account the dual nature of news media as, on
the one hand, commercial companies within a changing media landscape and, on the other, social
actors with a special responsibility within the democratic public debate. Trust is central to this.
Today more brands and services are competing for the attention of news users than ever before.
News media are often obliged to make choices that must guarantee their competitiveness in the
short term, but which jeopardize their credibility in the longer term. Against the background of this
tension, imec-SMIT will conduct research within the chair into innovations that can guarantee a
sustainable media and information sector.
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digitaal

Als Knack-abonnee krijgt u – inbegrepen in uw abonnement –
digitale toegang tot de 6 Belgische nieuwsmagazines:
Knack, Trends (nl+fr), Sportmagazine (nl+fr) en Le Vif/L’Express
Wat betekent dit concreet?
• Als abonnee ontvangt u elke week het Knack-pakket in uw
brievenbus. Nieuws, lifestyle en entertainment in één pakket.
• U kunt wekelijks 6 nieuwsmagazines lezen op uw pc, smartphone of tablet
en dit tot op 3 toestellen tegelijk zodat de gezinsleden kunnen meegenieten.
• U hebt toegang tot de nieuwssites met de +artikels en de digitale archieven
van die 6 nieuwsmagazines, tot 20 jaar terug.

Surf naar knack.be/newdeal
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THE
MEDIA
ECONOMICS
PROGRAMME
PREPARE YOURSELF FOR THE FUTURE OF THE MEDIA INDUSTRY

The Media Economics Programme
is a new programme at the Vrije
Universiteit Brussel and is organised
by SMIT. The programme combines
facts and figures of state of the art
scientific research with interesting
and sometimes conflicting insights
from industry experts.
The media industry is highly
influenced by new technologies
facing new opportunities but also
challenges. In this context, the
Media Economics Programme aims
to equip young media professionals
and postgraduate students with the
tools to overcome the challenges
and take advantage of the
opportunities of the digitalisation,
in the various sectors of the media
industry in Europe (and beyond).

DESIGN YOUR PERSONALISED PROGRAMME
• Accreditation and certification
• Dynamic teaching methods
• Flexible time management for full-time
professionals
• An international environment in the heart of Europe
• Trainings tailored to your needs
• Development of soft and hard skills for the media
industry

PICK TRAININGS BASED ON YOUR INTERESTS
• Basics and transformations of media economics
• Blockchain, AI, data and media economics
• The interplay of media economics and European
policy in a digital age
• Copyright economics before and after the new
copyright directive
• Mergers and acquisitions in media,
telecommunications and ICT markets
• Advertising in a digital era
• Economics of Journalism
• Audiovisual production

Find out more at:
http://smit.vub.ac.be/event/media-economics-programme-smit

CONTACT US
SMIT
Pleinlaan 9
1050 Brussels
Belgium
[E] smit@vub.ac.be
[P] +32 2 614 85 40

With the support of:

